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Dictation 
A.B. Students should be ash_med of doing s_lly thing in the classroom. 
C.D. Dinner t_mes were more relaxed without the press_re of TV. 
E.F. Ps_chologists believe that forgetting doesn't take place at an even p_ce. 
G.H. You can improve your aver_ge if you pra_tice hard. 
L.J. we should examine any s_stem of education to see whether it is s_itable or not. 
K.L. The bra_n is able to rec_rd a large amount of information. 
M.N. He has the abli_ty to remember all the de_a_ls of the story. 
O.P. Your feeling can infl_ence your memory even if you have a phot_graphic memory. 
 

Fill in the blanks with the words given. There is one extra word. 
means – even – discussion – educate – forbidden – set – realize – dangerous – struggle 
1. This book is so easy that .......... a child can read it. 
2. Today there is a television .......... in almost every house. 
3. Parents were glad to end the daily ………. among children to decide what channel to 
watch. 
4. He spoke English so well that I didn't ………. He was German. 
5. Education is not an end but a ………. to an end. 
6. It is ………. to drive a car at night without any lights.  
7. Smoking is ………. in the bus. 
8. Parents should ………. their children to behave well. 
 

Fill in blanks with a proper word of your own. 
9. Someone who is traveling by a bus, train, ship or plane is called a an ………. . 
10. Overlearning makes things ………. in your mind. 
11. Something that you enjoy doing in your free time is called your ………. . 
12. Short hair is ……… for men nowadays. 
13. Reza ………. to give back the money he had borrowed from me. 
14. The biggest problem for our ………. these days is that many young people are out of 
work.   
Fill in the blanks with the correct from of the word in parenthesis. Make any changes if 
necessary.  
15. Today the weather is ………. We can go on a picnic. (wonder) 
16. I think that we can ………. complete this building in two months. (easy) 
17. I sent some of my classmates an ………. to my birthday party. (invite) 
18. Last night I had only some ………. Soup. (water) 
19. Recent studies have shown that the cost of living has gone up ………. . (rapidly) 
20. I don't like to stay at home in a ………. day like this. (sun) 
 

Choose the best answer. 
21. It is necessary for him ……….. a new job in this city. 
a) find                             b) finds                                   c) to find                                 d) finding 
22. I wanted to stay at home but he insisted ………. going to the park. 

a) on                               b) in                                         c) at                                         d) for 
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23 .Do you know when ………. in this town? 

a) the shops open     b) did the shop open        c) open the shop               d) do the shop open 
24 .How do you want to travel around Iran? By train? “No, I ………. by car”. 

a) would travel         b) have traveled                    c) am going to travel            d) had to travel 
25 .Did he give back your money? “No, he didn’t give  ……… .“  

a) it back                     b) them back                          c) back it                                 d) back them 
26 .Why do you keep ………. me questions? Can’t you leave me alone? 

a) ask                              b) asking                                  c) to ask                                  d) asked 
 

Put the words in the correct order. 

27 .going / me / to visit / is / my friend / tomorrow morning. 

28 .full / read / the letter / mistakes / because / it / was couldn’t / I / of. 

Complete the following sentences based on the sentences given. 

29“ .What will your teacher do on next Monday?” I don’t know  ………………………. ..  

30“ .Is it difficult for your little brother to climb that tree?” “No, Climbing  ………………  

 

Look at the pictures and answer the question. 

31 .What is the nurse doing?                                                       32. What made Hassan happy? 

 

Which word is different from the otheres according to their stress patterns. 

33 .a) believe                            b) result                            c) relax                             d) after 

34 .a) father                              b) another                         c) however                     d) mechanic 

Put the words under the right column according to the pronunciation of the last “s” 

                                                                                                1 

tapes / writes / schools / dishes 
      /s /                                                                     / iz /                                                             / z   /  

Read the sentences and choose the correct answer. 

35 .In many countries, it has been fashionable to think that by free education for all, one 

can solve all the problems of the society, But we can already see that it is not enough. The 
above sentences say: 

a) free education is a good way to solve all the problems. 

b) the problem of many countries can never be solved. 

c) education can do nothing in a society. 

d) all the problems can not be solved by free education. 

36 .Most things are forgotten in the frist hour or day after they are learnt, but less is 

forgotten after a week or so. We understand from this sentence that  ……………………….  

a) the pace of forgetting doesn’t change. 

b) after a week nothing is forgotten. 

c) forgetting is what we don’t learn. 
d) forgetting is rapid at frist, then it slows down. 
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37. For families with children, a big problem is getting the children away from the television 
to do their homework. It means that: 
a) children are not interested in watching TV 
b) getting children away from TV is difficult  
c) children prefer doing their homework to watching TV 
d) families like to do their children’s homework 
38. There are a lot of interesting places in Yazd for tourists to visit. It means that 
……………………... 
a) many tourists are from Yazd 
b) tourists have a wide choice in Yazd  
c) tourists are forbidden to visit Yazd  
d) the people of Yazd are interesting for tourists 
 

Read the passage and fill the blanks with the correct answers. 
What is an animal? For many people, an animal has four …...39…….., a head at the front 
and a tail at the back. But there are many different kinds of ……..40……… Some of them are 
so ……….41………. that you can’t see them with your ……..42……. Some have no hands 
and no legs. Some ………43……… in the sea. Some can fly in the ……..44……. They come in 
thousands different forms and sizes. 
        39                          40                     41                       42                      43                             44          
   a) heads            a) monkeys       a) small                a) eyes             a) leave                      a) earth 
   b) ears               b) cows             b) large                b) ears               b) live                        b) 
ground 
   c) eyes               c) birds              c) pretty              c) heads            c) stop                       c) sky 
   d) legs                d) animals        d) funny               d) hands           d) hold                      d) land 
   

Choose the best item. There is on extra item. 
45. How often do you have English?                                       a. I usually watch cartoons. 
46. How often do you go to your dentist?                             b. Three times a year. 
47. What time is my flight, please?                                         c. What’s your flight number? 
48. What hours is the bank open?                                          d. There is a show at 7. 
49. What do English people do in their free time?              e. Twice a week. 
50. What do you do in the evening?                                    f. We open at 7:30 and close at 4 pm. 
                                                                                                       g. It depends. They do many 
different thing 
 

Read the following passage and answer the questions.  
 

Mr. Brown wanted to travel to one of the cities in England. They had told him that the  train 
would leave at 7:20. As soon as the breakfast was over, he got the car out of the garage and 
drove towards the railway station. He was in a hurry because he thought he might miss the 
train. There was heavy traffic everywhere in the city and he was not able to drive fast. 
Finally, he got to the station a few minutes after 7. Some of his friends were at the station 
waiting for him. He gave the car to one of them and asked him to take it home. He 
explained to them why he was a little late and without wasting time. he said goodbye to 
them and got into the train. It left the station just on time while Mr. Brown was happy that 
he didn’t miss the train. 
51. Where did Mr. Brown want to go? 
52. Why couldn’t he drive fast? 
53. Did the train leave before 7:20?  
54. Mr. Brown could travel by train.                        a. true                 b. false  
55. Mr. Brown parked his car at railway station for a few days.        a. true                   b. false 
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A.B. ashamed , silly                                                                 C.D. times , pressure 

E.F. psychologist , pace                                                          G.H. average , practice 

I.J. system , suitable                                                                K.L. brain , record 

M.N. ability , details                                                                O.P. influence , photographic 

1. even                           2. set                       3. struggle                     4. realize 

5. means                        6. dangerous          7. forbidden                 8. educate 

9. passenger                  10. stick                  11. hobby 

12. fashionable              13. refused           14. society 

15. wonderful                16. easily                  17. invitation 

18. watery                       19. rapidly               20. Sunny 

21. c                                  22. a                         23. a  

24. c                                   25. a                         26. b 

27. My friend is going to visit me tomorrow morning. 

28. I couldn't read the letter because it was full of mistakes. 

29. I don't know what our teacher will do on next Monday.  

30. No, climbing that tree is not difficult for my little brother.  

31. She is looking after the stick woman. 

32. Playing ping-pong made Hassan happy. 

  33. after                      34. father 

 / s /                                          / iz /                                 / z / 

tapes                                    dishes                             schools   

writes  

35. d                            36. d                                   37. b                              38. b 

39. d                            40. d                                   41. a  

42. a                            43. b                                   44. c 

 45. e                            46. b                                   47. c48.f                              49. g                                   50. A 

51. He wanted to travel to one of the cities in England.  

52. Because there was heavy traffic. 

53. No, it left at 7:20. 

54. true                                     

55. false 
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